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Introduction 

The Faculty Senate Executive Committee appointed the Task Force on the TCU Promise to 
conduct a thorough review of the change in employee compensation and benefits resulting from 
the change in retiree medical benefits announced in February 2013 and going into effect June 1, 
2013. The Task Force received four specific charges (see Appendix A-1). 
 
Description of the change 
 
Prior to the change in policy, TCU employees whose age plus years of service were equal to or 
greater than 75 were eligible to continue to participate in the TCU medical insurance programs 
available to active employees. Under the new program, retirees who are 65 or older, are 
participating in the University’s medical insurance at retirement, and who enter into a contract to 
purchase medical insurance to supplement their Medicare coverage through a private exchange 
run by the brokerage firm known as OneSource will receive a fixed monthly University 
contribution of $202.72 into a Health Reimbursement Account toward the cost of that insurance. 
If the insurance premiums are less than the contribution amount, the employee may use the 
excess for other health-related expenditures not covered by their insurance or may carry the 
excess forward to use in future periods. Eligible retirees who are not yet 65 may continue to be 
covered under the medical insurance available to employees until they become Medicare-
eligible. 
 
The TCU annual report to the Board of Trustees described the change as follows: 
 

As of May 31, 2013, the prior self-insured postretirement benefits plan was 
terminated. Effective June 1, 2013, all current and future retirees who are 
Medicare eligible will be moved to an insured health plan under which the 
University provides Medicare eligible retirees with a fixed monthly benefit 
amount toward the purchase of individual medical and prescription drug coverage 
through a private Medicare exchange. The University’s cost for the plan is a 
fixed monthly contribution amount per participant that is not projected to 
increase in the future. (emphasis added) 
 

This change was made to address a growing liability for postretirement benefits on 
TCU’s financial statements. Under U.S. accounting rules, promises to pay retiree benefits 
must be recognized as a liability in the employer’s financial statements. By May 31, 
2012, TCU’s liability had grown to $78 million and was projected to reach $100 million 
within a few years. This liability could potentially make it more expensive for TCU to 
borrow the funds necessary to fund construction projects and the trend was viewed as 
“unsustainable” by the audit committee of Board of Trustees and the administration. The 
change in the retiree healthcare benefit policy had the desired effect on the reported 
liability for postretirement benefits, reducing it by $43 million.  
 
The university will contribute a fixed monthly amount of $202.72 to a Health Reimbursement 
Account with which eligible retirees can purchase insurance to supplement their Medicare 
coverage. This is the same amount the university paid toward premiums under the old plan. If the 
monthly contribution under the new plan is the same as the monthly contribution under the old 
plan, how can the change have achieved a $43 million reduction in the liability for postretirement 
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benefits? Because the monthly contribution is fixed and “not projected to increase,” the 
university will not have to bear increased future medical costs for retirees, just the promised 
$202.72. But if the university is not bearing the higher cost of future medical costs, this of course 
implies that retirees will be bearing them. While the administration has pledged to annually 
review the monthly contribution amount, it is very unlikely that this amount will ever increase. 
In the very unlikely event that the university decides to increase the monthly contribution in the 
face of rising healthcare costs, the liability for postretirement benefits will immediately increase 
substantially, thereby defeating the purpose of the policy change in the first place. 
 
Some healthy retirees are better off now under this new plan since their supplemental insurance 
costs less than $202.72 per month and any amounts they do not spent on insurance premiums 
may be used to pay for other medical expenses. However, a significant number of retirees with 
serious health issues report they are currently unable to secure equivalent coverage primarily due 
to their prescription drug costs and they are much worse off. 
 
In the long run, all employees and retirees will be worse off due to the university’s fixed 
contribution in the face of rising health care costs. To illustrate, consider the following simple 
illustration. For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2013, the total CARES employee-only monthly 
premiums were $368.58 with TCU paying $202.72 and retirees paying $165.86. TCU’s 
consulting actuaries estimated that healthcare costs would increase annually by 8% in 2014, 7% 
in 2015, 6% in 2016, and 5% thereafter. We can apply these expected increases to the previous 
monthly healthcare costs of $368.58 ($4,423 per year in 2013) to anticipate future healthcare 
costs to project future annual healthcare costs. But the university’s contribution will remain fixed 
at $202.72 per month ($2,433 per year). The result is shown below. By 2023, total annual 
healthcare costs are projected to rise from $4,423 to $7,624 with retirees picking up all of the 
increase. If we continue our projections out to 2033, total annual healthcare costs will increase to 
$12,418, of which retirees will have to pay $9,985. Therefore, the university is able to reduce its 
liability for postretirement benefits by increasingly shifting the burden to retirees. 
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This report is organized as follows. We first provide a summary and the main conclusions of our 
findings. Following that, we provide details of the work performed to address each of the four 
charges. We also provide certain supporting documents and information in the Appendices. 
 
In short, the Task Force recognizes that rising medical costs create a serious economic burden for 
employers and employees. We believe the Administration’s decision to reduce retiree medical 
benefits was a good faith attempt to deal with this issue. However, we conclude that this decision 
was made without adequate consideration of its consequences. It has imposed an immediate 
significant economic burden on many retirees and will adversely affect all retirees in the long 
run. The University has broken a promise and shifted its economic burden to the retirees at a 
time when they are most vulnerable. We feel this is inconsistent with the University’s mission 
emphasizing ethical leadership and responsible citizenship. The decision was made with no 
significant consultation with faculty, staff, or retirees, with no transparency and contrary to the 
notion of shared governance. Moreover, it does not provide a lasting solution to the problem of 
the high cost of employee medical benefits. 
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Summary and conclusions: 
 

1. The administration’s purpose in changing the retiree medical benefit policy was to reduce 
the university’s liability for postretirement benefits reported on its financial statements. 
The liability for postretirement benefits reported on May 31, 2012 was $78 million and 
was projected by the university’s consulting actuaries to grow to $100 million within a 
few years.  The policy change reduced the liability by $43 million. 

 
2. Under the new policy, the university promises eligible retirees a fixed monthly 

contribution of $202.72 to a Health Reimbursement Account, an amount equal to the 
amount the university previously contributed for the cost of employee medical care. The 
reduction in the liability is due to the fact that this monthly contribution is not expected to 
change and the University will no longer be liable for covering the costs of medical 
expenses for retirees. While the administration has pledged to annually review the 
monthly contribution, any increase in the contribution is highly unlikely because it would 
cause the liability for postretirement benefits to increase, thereby defeating the original 
purpose of the change. Thus, retirees will bear an increasing proportion of their medical 
costs in the future under the new policy. 

 
3. Although the rising cost of employee and retiree medical benefits has been an issue for 

some time, why this issue required the urgent and precipitous action taken remains 
unexplained. No evidence was provided that the University’s debt rating or cost of 
borrowing faced imminent adverse effects if the magnitude of the liability for 
postretirement benefits were not immediately reduced. Also, no evidence was provided to 
support the contention that the University is currently unable to afford to pay retiree 
medical benefits as it had previously done. Apparently, the Audit Committee of the 
Board of Trustees has been concerned about this issue for a number of years, feeling that 
the growth in this liability was “unsustainable” and would ultimately impair the 
university’s ability to borrow funds. While the task force acknowledges that all 
employers are concerned about the rising costs of medical benefits for employees and 
many universities have reduced or eliminate retiree medical benefits, the action taken by 
the administration remains unjustified, particularly given rather lavish expenditures 
observed in other areas. 

 
4. The policy change appears to have been made without careful consideration of (1) the 

consequences for existing retirees, (2) the consequences for existing employees, and (3) 
the consequences for the university. The administration has been unwilling to 
acknowledge that many retirees are facing significant increases in their medical expenses. 
At present these increases appear primarily in area of prescription drug costs, but 
increases in Medicare Part B supplemental coverage may be looming. Moreover, there is 
no evidence the administration considered how their decision would affect the retirement 
plans of existing employees. 

 
5. The change was made without any meaningful consultation with faculty and staff. While 

the change was apparently announced to the University Compensation Advisory Council 
(UCAC), the decision had already been reached by that point. None of the constituent 
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bodies, the Faculty Senate, the Staff Assembly, or the Retiree Association, had any 
opportunity to provide input into the decision. Virtually all employees and retirees found 
out about the change when it was announced in February 2013. 

 
6. The policy change is not effective in providing a long-term solution to the underlying 

problem. While the policy change reduced the liability for postretirement benefits as 
intended, the liability still exists and it will continue to grow as the TCU workforce ages. 
If the growth in the cost of retiree medical benefits is indeed unsustainable, it is only a 
matter of time before further benefit reductions will become necessary to control the 
growth in the liability for retirement benefits. 
 

7. We believe this situation could have been addressed by the administration jointly with the 
faculty, staff, and retirees in a manner that would have produced a lasting, mutually 
acceptable solution to the problem. The rising cost of medical benefits for employees and 
retirees is well known and understood. The administration’s approach to the problem 
imposes far too high a burden on current retirees and senior employees. The university 
missed an opportunity to obtain consensus among the TCU community on this issue and 
instead created an atmosphere of mistrust.  
 

8. We ask the Administration to commit to revisiting this issue in good faith from the 
beginning, in an open and inclusive manner. All affected constituents should participate 
in the decision-making process to arrive at an effective but humane way to control the 
costs retiree medical benefits over time. This will require a committee comprised of 
faculty, staff, and retirees, appointed by the Faculty Senate, Staff Assembly, and Retiree 
Association, respectively, as well as appropriate members of the administration in Human 
Resources and Business and Finance. Because of the complexity of the issues, it will 
certainly be necessary to engage consultants to quantify the costs and benefits of various 
options available to the University. This is an urgent issue. Retirees are suffering and 
senior employees are facing difficult decisions relative to retirement planning. We ask for 
a prompt response. 
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Charge 1: Obtain and review the opinions the administration acquired from outside consultants 
in commissioned studies related to the shift of TCU retirees from CARES to an HRA funding 
plan for their medical benefits, and to understand the process these outside experts followed 
when generating these opinions. 

To fulfill this charge, the Task Force made the following request to VC Gutierrez: 

I am requesting that you provide the following information related to the shift of TCU retirees 
from the university’s health insurance plan to the current model that relies on health 
reimbursement accounts to fund insurance to supplement coverage for Medicare-eligible retirees: 

• copies of reports and analyses received from outside consultants on this issue, 

• copies of internally-developed reports and analyses generated on this issue, and 

• copies of internally and externally developed reports, presentations, and analyses 
provided to the TCU Board of Trustees, including any separate items provided to the 
Finance Committee of the board, on this issue. 

 What we received from VC Gutierrez consisted of the following (see Appendix 8): 

• “Texas Christian University Postretirement Medical and Dental Valuation 2013 Plan 
Changes as prepared by Sheryl Henry, F.S.A., M.A.A.A, of Willis.” 

• “A calculation prepared by TCU controller Cheryl Wilson in August 2014 for the 
purposes of outlining the expenses and liability for the University relative to post-65 
retiree medical expenses for the Fiscal Years 2008-2014.” 

• ”Pertinent pages from the communication prepared and presented by Human Resources 
in multiple sessions for an audience that consisted of retirees, TCU Administration, and 
other campus governance leaders in the Spring of 2014. The purpose of this presentation 
was to provide an overview of the key factors relative to the transition to the new Health 
Reimbursements Account (HRA) model, and to set the stage for more collaborative 
communication on retiree healthcare issues on a forward-going basis.” 

• “Pertinent pages (data collected as of May 2012) from comparative benefit research done 
by the Human Resources team during the time that the change to the HRA model was 
initially considered. This includes data on retiree health plan availability and funding 
from a variety of peer and aspirant schools as well as Big 12 data. It should be noted that 
information from other institutions has changed in some instances, most notably with 
Baylor’s transition from their prior model to a new model utilizing OneExchange and an 
HRA account similar to TCU’s structure.” 

The initial view of the Task Force in reviewing these documents was (1) there was no evidence 
that any alternative means of dealing with the rising cost of retiree healthcare and the resulting 
liability were considered, (2) there was no evidence that the effects of this change on faculty, 
staff, and, especially, retirees had been considered, and (3) there was no evidence that unintended 
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consequences, such as faculty and staff delaying their retirement decisions to avoid loss of 
medical insurance, had been considered. To pursue these issues further, the Task Force 
scheduled two meetings. First, we invited Faith Perkins, Associate Vice Chancellor and Director 
of Human Resources, to make the same presentation to the Task Force that she had made to the 
TCU Retiree Association in the summer of 2014 when the Retiree Association’s request to 
reconsider the policy change was denied. Second, we invited Brian Gutierrez, Vice Chancellor 
for Finance and Business, to meet with the task force to answer questions about the documents 
provided and to provide more information about the policy change.  

On Thursday, September 18, 2014, the Task Force met with Faith Perkins, Associate Vice 
Chancellor and Director of Human Resources. Also attending were was the Karen Baker, Vice 
Chancellor for Human Resources, Tracy Thompson, Retirement Program Manager, Kristen 
Taylor, Associate Director of Benefits, and Debby Watson, Director of HR Services..  

On Tuesday, September 30, 2014, the Task Force met with Brian Gutierrez, Vice Chancellor for 
Finance and Business. Brian graciously and frankly answered the Task Force members’ 
questions for a two hour period and provided the following information. 

• The principal reason for the change was the increasing liability for postretirement 
healthcare benefits. The Audit Committee of the Board of Trustees had, for a number of 
years, expressed concern about the magnitude of this liability, which had grown to $78 
million by May 31, 2012 and was projected to reach $100 million in several years. The 
Audit Committee apparently regarded the growth in this liability as “unsustainable” and 
of such a magnitude that it would potentially limit the University’s ability to borrow the 
funds necessary to finance its ambitious construction plans. The policy change certainly 
had the desired effect. The liability was reduced by $43 million (55 percent) as a result. 
Why it was necessary to sharply and quickly reduce the liability immediately rather than 
slow its growth or phase it out gradually is not clear but apparently it was done in 
response to pressure from the Board of Trustees. No evidence was provided that the 
liability for postretirement benefits was affecting the University’s cost of borrowing. 

• Although the issue of the growing liability for retiree benefits has been an issue under 
discussion with members of the Audit Committee of the Board of Trustees for a number 
of years, the decision to change the retiree healthcare benefit plan appears to have been 
made in haste. Many important issues appear to have been given little or no 
consideration at all, resulting in surprise on the administration’s part that retirees and 
current employees were not happy with the change. For example, retirees’ ability to 
secure prescription drug coverage under the new plan seems to have been overestimated 
and/or the provisions of Medicare Part D were not well understood. The effect of the 
change on employees’ incentive to retire appears not to have been considered at all nor 
was the effect of the change on employee morale.   

• The administration apparently considered the possibility of “grandfathering” current 
retirees and those faculty and staff who already met the “rule of 75” (although no 
supporting documents were provided), but dismissed it because it would not sufficiently 
reduce the reported liability for postretirement benefits. Again, it is not clear why the 
size of this liability had become such an immediate problem. 

• The administration did not want to have a retiree benefit plan with multiple tiers. That is, 
a plan for current retirees that was different than a plan for active employees or a plan for 
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new employees that was different than a plan for employees already meeting the “rule of 
75” was viewed unfavorably by the administration. This thinking ignores the fact current 
retirees and older employees close to retirement are in the worst possible position to 
respond to a reduction in benefits. We note that several of the universities that have 
terminated or reduced retiree healthcare benefits allowed for differential benefits 
depending on age, years of service, and employment status (working or retired), but this 
approach was ruled out by the administration. We believe such an approach would have 
been preferred by the TCU community. 

• VC Gutierrez acknowledged that the change was poorly communicated and implemented 
and while there apparently was a vague announcement to the University Compensation 
Advisory Committee (UCAC) of a pending change in retiree healthcare benefits made in 
late 2012 or early 2013, it was too vague for the committee members to understand the 
full impact of the change and too late to respond since the decision had already been 
made. 

• We discussed with VC Gutierrez the fact that in the fiscal year ended May 31, 2013, 
while faculty and staff received an average 3% increase in salary and a reduction in 
retiree medical benefits, compensation of the 10 highest paid university employees 
increased by 63.8%, contradicting the notion that the University is unable to afford to 
pay retiree medical benefits. See Table 1. VC Gutierrez replied that the Board of 
Trustees’ motive in granting these large compensation increases was to maintain its top 
leadership team intact. 

In addition, the Task Force has reached the following conclusions after studying the 
documents provided and discussions with VC Gutierrez.  

• Based on a review of comments provided in response to the TCU Retiree Association’s 
survey questionnaire, the difficulty that retirees would face in understanding the new 
program and getting themselves enrolled in a medical insurance plan on their own was 
badly underestimated and the helpfulness of the OneSource advisors seems to have been 
overestimated. 

• There was no meaningful consultation with faculty or staff when this issue was under 
consideration. Most employees knew nothing of the change until it was announced by an 
email memo from HR followed by a letter from Chancellor Boschini. We believe that 
UCAC was created to allow faculty and staff to participate in all compensation and 
benefit decisions, not just be informed once such decisions have been made.  

• The announcement of the change was made in such a vague and misleading way that the 
vast majority of employees ignored the announcement. Employees were repeatedly told 
that these changes represented no cut to their benefits.  This is untrue as one’s retirement 
benefits are a significant part of earned compensation.  If one’s retirement benefits are 
cut, even before the time of retirement, then one’s benefits have been cut.  We have 
discovered in our focus groups that many employees still do not understand the 
implications of the change in retiree benefits. 

• It appears likely that the impetus for this change came from the poor financial results in 
the fiscal year ended May 31, 2012, when the university suffered decreases in net assets 
from non-operating activities in excess of $114 million. 
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• Accompanying the announcement of the change, assertions were made that employee 
benefits had not changed. We find this to be misleading at best. Postretirement benefits 
are indeed a significant part of employee benefits that just happen to be paid after 
retirement. This change amounted to a reduction in benefits for all employees of TCU. 

Table 1 
Compensation of the 10 Highest Paid TCU Employees in Fiscal 2013 

(Data from TCU Form 990, Schedule J) 
 

 Year ended Pct. 
 5/31/2013 5/31/2012 Increase 
Gary Patterson, Head Football Coach            4,008,150             3,063,619  30.8% 
Trent Johnson, Head Men's Basketball Coach(a)            2,213,784                560,992  294.6% 
Victor Boschini, Chancellor            1,486,229                876,924  69.5% 
James Hille, Chief Investment Officer            1,401,973                687,958  103.8% 
Christopher Del Conte, Athletic Director               811,527                540,564  50.1% 
Michael Garrison, Alternative Assets Sr. Manager               621,086                412,601  50.5% 
Nowell Donovan, Provost               603,834                442,318  36.5% 
Brian Gutierrez, VC Finance and Administration               578,787                395,784  46.2% 
James Schlossnagle, Head Baseball Coach               466,303                376,777  23.8% 
Donald Whelan, VC University Advancement               445,217                356,119  25.0% 

TOTAL          12,636,890             7,713,656 63.8% 
    
(a)Trent Johnson was hired in the year ended May 31, 2013. The prior year amount  
was paid to his predecessor, James Christian. 
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Charge 2: Gather comparative information regarding TCU’s peer and aspirant universities and 
their compensation packages, relative to their financial profiles, including administrative costs. 

 
The apparent justification for the change in TCU’s retiree healthcare benefits was the 

perception that TCU’s employee benefits package was in some sense “too rich,” i.e., TCU 
offered a better benefits packages than that offered by peer institutions and, therefore, better than 
necessary in a competitive labor market. Employee benefits are, of course, only one component 
of employee compensation and the Task Force believes that a more appropriate analysis would 
focus on total compensation, salaries plus benefits, rather than just benefits. We undertake such 
an analysis below. 

At the heart of any comparative analysis is the selection of an appropriate comparison 
group. There seems to be no official list of peer and/or aspirant schools used by the University so 
the Task Force considered three possible comparison groups. First, we note two very distinctive 
features of TCU. First, it is a private university offering all of the associated benefits that the 
University touts in its recruiting literature: quality faculty offering personalized attention to 
students in small classes with excellent facilities. Second, it has made a major commitment to 
NCAA Division 1 intercollegiate athletics as evidenced by its NCAA FBS football program and 
its membership in one of the “Big 5” athletic conferences. There are 17 private universities with 
NCAA FBS football programs and this is our first comparison group.  

Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs 

Baylor University 
Boston College 
Brigham Young University 
Duke University 
Northwestern University 
Rice University 
Southern Methodist University 
Stanford University 
Syracuse University 
Texas Christian University 
The University of Tulsa 
Tulane University 
University of Miami (Florida) 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Southern California 
Vanderbilt University 
Wake Forest University 
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In one or more of its presentations to employees, the administration chose to compare 
TCU with other schools in the Big 12 athletic conference. (Note: Baylor, a Big 12 school, was 
included in the comparison group above.) Except for the obvious fact that our student athletes 
compete against each other, there is no compelling reason why the 10 schools in the Big 12 
conference are an appropriate comparison group. Baylor is the only other private university in 
the Big 12. All of the other schools are very large state-supported public institutions with student 
enrollments that dwarf TCU’s. The college experience offered by such schools is so 
fundamentally different than that offered by a private university such as TCU or Baylor that the 
Task Force considers them to be an inappropriate comparison group. We also note that, as far as 
any of the task force members can recall, such schools have never appeared on any lists of peer 
or aspirant schools used for accreditation or program review purposes. Moreover, if the large 
public universities in the Big 12 conference were peers in academic rather than athletic terms, we 
wonder how TCU could justify its much higher tuition cost to prospective students. 
Nevertheless, because the administration chose to compare TCU’s employee benefits with those 
of the other Big 12 schools, the Task Force decided to conduct a comparative analysis in terms of 
total compensation at Big 12 schools.  

Universities in the Big 12 Conference 

 Baylor University 
 Iowa State University 
 Kansas State University 
 Oklahoma State University 
 Texas Christian University  
 Texas Tech University  
 University of Kansas  
 University of Oklahoma  
 University of Texas  
 West Virginia University  

 

The third comparison group simply combines the first two groups and consists of private 
universities with NCAA FBS football programs plus the public universities in the Big 12 athletic 
conference.  

The compensation data analyzed by the Task Force was obtained from the 2013-2014 
AAUP Faculty Salary Survey, publicly available through the Chronicle of Higher Education 
website. For each participating institution, the AAUP survey provides average (1) salary and (2) 
total compensation by academic rank. We infer that the average value of employee benefits is 
simply the difference between total compensation and salary. Not all of the universities in our 
comparison groups participated in the AAUP survey. 
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Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football 
Programs (Table 2) 

Of the 17 private universities, 14 participated in the AAUP salary survey and are 
included in our analysis. Panel A of Table 2 reports on average salary, benefits, and total 
compensation at the full professor rank. Of the 14 private universities with available information, 
TCU ranked 12th in average salary and total compensation and 10th in benefits for full professors. 
Panel B of Table 2 reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the associate 
professor rank. TCU ranked 11th in average salary, 12th in total compensation, and 6th in benefits 
for associate professors. Panel C of Table 2 reports on average salary, benefits, and total 
compensation at the assistant professor rank. TCU ranked 12th in average salary, 10th in total 
compensation, and 8th in benefits for assistant professors. 

The AAUP compensation data includes faculty in professional programs such as law and 
business but excludes medical school faculty. Of the private universities included in Table 2, 
only TCU and Rice University do not have a law school. Data collected by the College and 
University Professional Association for Human Resources (CUPA-HR) confirms that faculty in 
the Legal Professions and Studies discipline are the highest paid of the 31 academic disciplines 
they examined. Therefore, TCU’s lack of a law school may contribute to its relatively low 
rankings reported in Table 2. The magnitude of the “law school effect” is not determinable from 
the available data but we note that the number of law school faculty members is typically not 
great and, therefore, not likely to have a large effect on the university-wide averages reported in 
Table 2. We also note that even without a law school, TCU’s average total compensation is 
greater than that reported by two universities with law schools (Baylor and Tulsa) for full 
professors, greater than that reported by four universities with law schools (Wake Forest, Baylor, 
Tulane, and Tulsa) for associate professors, and greater than that reported by four universities 
with law schools (Tulane, Baylor, Wake Forest, and Tulsa). Therefore, we conclude the “law 
school effect” is likely to be small. 

In summary, relative to all private universities with major commitments to NCAA 
intercollegiate athletics, the average total compensation of TCU faculty falls $33,350 below the 
median for full professors, $6,450 below the median for associate professors, and $9,450 below 
the median for assistant professors. Average benefits at TCU were close to the median for 
associate and assistant professors but below the median for full professors. In the select group of 
private universities with NCAA FBS football programs, there is no evidence that the TCU 
faculty is too highly compensated in terms of salary, benefits, or total compensation. We also 
note that the U. S. News and World Reports (USNWR) ranking of national universities for TCU 
(#82) is near the bottom in this group and well below the median ranking of 31.  

In contrast, Table 5 reports 2014 salaries (paid by the universities) for the head football 
coaches at the same set of private universities with NCAA FBS football programs, obtained from 
a USA Today survey. The TCU head football coach is the highest paid coach among the 12 
coaches with salary information available, earning more than $1 million above the median 
coach’s salary in this group. 

With this comparison, the Task Force does not mean to begrudge Coach Patterson his 
salary. He is extraordinarily good at what he does and we acknowledge that his salary reflects his 
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market value as a coach who achieved a Rose Bowl victory and number 2 national ranking a few 
years back. We also readily acknowledge that the success of the TCU football team under his 
leadership has likely done more to raise the national profile of the university than anything else 
in recent history. Rather, we simply point out that a football coach with the highest compensation 
among private universities and a faculty with total compensation below average at all ranks 
reveals the administration and board of trustees’ preference for athletic excellence over academic 
excellence, something that appears at odds with the University’s mission. This conclusion is 
further supported by TCU’s relatively low academic ranking among this comparison group. 

Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Universities in the Big 12 (Table 3) 

Of the 10 Big 12 universities, 9 participated in the AAUP salary survey and are included 
in our analysis. Panel A of Table 3 reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at 
the full professor rank. Of the 9 private universities with available information, TCU ranked 2nd 
in average salary, total compensation and benefits for full professors. Panel B of Table 3 reports 
on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the associate professor rank. TCU ranked 
2nd in average salary, 1st in total compensation, and 1st in benefits for associate professors. Panel 
C of Table 3 reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the assistant professor 
rank. TCU ranked 3rd in average salary, 3rd in total compensation, and 2nd in benefits for assistant 
professors.  

Table 6 reports 2015 salaries (paid by the universities) for the head football coaches at 
the Big 12 universities, obtained from the USA Today survey. The TCU head football coach is 
the fourth highest paid coach among the 10 conference coaches, earning more than $400,000 
above the median coach’s salary in this group. 

The reason the TCU administration employs the Big 12 schools as a comparison group is 
apparent in Table 3. Average compensation of TCU faculty, whether measured as salaries, 
benefits, or total compensation, ranks near the top for all faculty ranks. We note, however, that 
most of the Big 12 schools are fundamentally different in terms of size, mission, and academic 
reputation. In this comparison group, TCU’s USNWR ranking is the third highest and well above 
the median ranking.  

 We also observed a fundamental difference in retiree healthcare benefits among the Big 
12 schools. While Baylor has adopted a retiree healthcare program similar to TCU’s, all of the 
public universities allow retirees to remain eligible for medical insurance through the university 
or state health insurance program, a very significant benefit. 

Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football 
Programs and Public Big 12 Universities (Table 4) 

This comparison group includes the public Big 12 schools and the private universities 
with a major commitment to NCAA intercollegiate football. Of the 25 universities in this 
comparison group, 21 participated in the AAUP salary survey and our included in our analysis. 
Panel A of Table 4 reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the full 
professor rank. Of the 21 universities with available information, TCU ranked 13th in average 
salary, 13th in total compensation, and 11th in benefits for full professors. Panel B of Table 4 
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reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the associate professor rank. TCU 
ranked 12th in average salary, 10th in total compensation, and 6th in benefits for associate 
professors. Panel C of Table 4 reports on average salary, benefits, and total compensation at the 
assistant professor rank. TCU ranked 14th in average salary, 12th in total compensation, and 9th in 
benefits for assistant professors.  

In terms of total compensation in this comparison group, the average TCU full professor 
is paid $9,900 less than the median amount, the average TCU associate professor is paid $2,000 
above the median amount, and the average assistant professor is paid $3,200 less than the 
median.  

Conclusion 

The Task Force finds the evidence presented here inconsistent with the notion that TCU’s 
total compensation packages for faculty are too rich. Data on staff compensation levels are not as 
readily available, but we believe a similar conclusion would apply there as well. Furthermore, 
and perhaps more troubling, this comparison has led the Task Force to question whether the 
University is spending its resources in a manner that is consistent with its mission statement. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs 

(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 
 

Panel A  Full Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
Baylor University           71  120,700       13    34,000       11  154,700       13  
Boston College           31  168,400         6    43,600         6  212,000         6  
Brigham Young University           62              
Duke University             8  186,400         2    53,900         1  240,300         2  
Northwestern University           13  182,000         3    48,100         4  230,100         3  
Rice University           19  171,500         5    44,400         5  215,900         4  
Southern Methodist University           58  146,000       10    38,300         9  184,300         9  
Stanford University             4  215,200         1    48,700         3  263,900         1  
Syracuse University           58                  -          
Texas Christian University           76  127,400       12    37,000       10  164,400       12  
Tulane University           54  147,100         9    33,400       13  180,500       10  
University of Miami (Florida)           48  151,100         8    39,800         7  190,900         8  
University of Notre Dame           16                  -          
University of Southern Cal.           25  164,600         7    51,100         2  215,700         5  
University of Tulsa           88  111,600       14    39,200         8  150,800       14  
Vanderbilt University           16  174,800         4    29,800       14  204,600         7  
Wake Forest University           27  140,300       11    34,000       11  174,300       11  
Median           31  157,850      38,750    197,750    
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Table 2 (continued) 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs 

(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 
 

Panel B  Associate Professors 

 USNWR Salary   Benefits   
Total 

comp.   
School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 

Baylor University          71    92,000      12    26,700      11     118,700      12  
Boston College          31  105,900        7    34,100        5     140,000        5  
Brigham Young University          62              
Duke University            8  120,800        2    39,900        3     160,700        2  
Northwestern University          13  115,100        3    36,200        4     151,300        4  
Rice University          19  106,400        6    28,000        9     134,400        6  
Southern Methodist University          58  100,300        8    28,700        8     129,000        9  
Stanford University            4  140,200        1    40,400        2     180,600        1  
Syracuse University          58              
Texas Christian University          76    93,500      11    29,800        6     123,300      10  
Tulane University          54    92,000      12    23,300      13     115,300      13  
University of Miami (Florida)          48    99,400        9    29,800        6     129,200        8  
University of Notre Dame          16              
University of Southern Cal.          25  110,000        4    42,400        1     152,400        3  
University of Tulsa          88    82,200      14    27,700      10     109,900      14  
Vanderbilt University          16  107,500        5    22,800      14     130,300        7  
Wake Forest University          27    95,500      10    25,800      12     121,300      11  
Median          31  103,100      29,250       129,750    
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Table 2 (continued) 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs 

(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 
 

Panel C  Assistant Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
Baylor University          71     78,200       13    21,500       11    99,700       12  
Boston College          31     89,600         7    25,900         4  115,500         7  
Brigham Young University          62              
Duke University            8   103,500         2    24,900         5  128,400         4  
Northwestern University          13   102,700         3    33,000         2  135,700         2  
Rice University          19     95,500         6    24,200         7  119,700         6  
Southern Methodist University          58     97,900         4    24,500         6  122,400         5  
Stanford University             4   117,500         1    31,500         3  149,000         1  
Syracuse University          58              
Texas Christian University          76     78,400       12    23,900         8  102,300       10  
Tulane University          54     79,800       10    20,400       12  100,200       11  
University of Miami (Florida)          48     83,500         9    22,000       10  105,500         9  
University of Notre Dame          16              
University of Southern Cal.          25     95,600         5    36,900         1  132,500         3  
University of Tulsa          88     72,800       14    22,400         9    95,200       14  
Vanderbilt University          16     88,900         8    19,100       13  108,000         8  
Wake Forest University          27     79,000       11    17,300       14    96,300       13  
Median          31     89,250      24,050    111,750    
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Table 3 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Big 12 Schools 

(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 
        
Panel A  Full Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
  Baylor University            71   120,700         5     34,000         5   154,700         4  
  Iowa State University          106   122,300         3     35,000         3   157,300         3  
  Kansas State University          142   104,000         8     25,300         8   129,300         9  
  Oklahoma State University          145   103,300         9     34,200         4   137,500         8  
 Texas Christian University             76   127,400         2     37,000         2   164,400         2  
 Texas Tech University           156   116,000         7     24,300         9   140,300         7  
 University of Kansas           106   121,200         4     29,400         6   150,600         6  
 University of Oklahoma           106   116,500         6     37,200         1   153,700         5  
 University of Texas             53   145,400         1     26,700         7   172,100         1  
 West Virginia University           168              

Median          106   120,700       34,000     153,700    
   
Panel B  Associate Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
  Baylor University            71     92,000         3     26,700         3   118,700         2  
  Iowa State University          106    88,900         4     29,600         2   118,500         3  
  Kansas State University          142     75,500         9     17,700         9     93,200         9  
  Oklahoma State University          145     78,200         7     25,400         4   103,600         6  
 Texas Christian University             76     93,500         2     29,800         1   123,300         1  
 Texas Tech University           156     78,300         6     19,100         8     97,400         8  
 University of Kansas           106     82,300         5     23,200         6   105,500         5  
 University of Oklahoma           106     77,000         8     23,500         5   100,500         7  
 University of Texas             53     94,400         1     21,000         7   115,400         4  
 West Virginia University           168              

Median          106     82,300       23,500     105,500    
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Table 3 (continued) 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at Big 12 Schools 

(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 
 

 
Panel C  Assistant Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
  Baylor University          71    78,200         4    21,500         3     99,700         4  
  Iowa State University        106    78,800         2    27,700         1  106,500         2  
  Kansas State University        142    65,600         9    13,600         9     79,200         9  
  Oklahoma State University        145    72,200         6    21,100         4     93,300         6  
 Texas Christian University           76    78,400         3    23,900         2  102,300         3  
 Texas Tech University         156    68,500         7    15,600         8     84,100         8  
 University of Kansas         106    73,300         5    20,300         5     93,600         5  
 University of Oklahoma         106    67,800         8    20,100         6     87,900         7  
 University of Texas           53    88,500         1    19,600         7  108,100         1  
 West Virginia University         168              

 Median         106    73,300      20,300       93,600    
Note: West Virginia University did not participate in the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey. 
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Table 4 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at  

Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs and Big 12 Schools 
(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 

        
Panel A  Full Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
Baylor University           71  120,700       16    34,000       14  154,700       15  
Boston College           31  168,400         6    43,600         6  212,000         6  
Brigham Young University           62              
Duke University             8  186,400         2    53,900         1  240,300         2  
Iowa State University         106  122,300       14    35,000       12  157,300       14  
Kansas State University         142  104,000       20    25,300       20  129,300       21  
Northwestern University           13  182,000         3    48,100         4  230,100         3  
Oklahoma State University         145  103,300       21    34,200       13  137,500       20  
Rice University           19  171,500         5    44,400         5  215,900         4  
Southern Methodist University           58  146,000       10    38,300         9  184,300         9  
Stanford University             4  215,200         1    48,700         3  263,900         1  
Syracuse University           58                  -          
Texas Christian University           76  127,400       13    37,000       11  164,400       13  
Texas Tech University         156  116,000       18    24,300       21  140,300       19  
Tulane University           54  147,100         9    33,400       16  180,500       10  
University of Kansas         106  121,200       15    29,400       18  150,600       18  
University of Miami (Florida)           48  151,100         8    39,800         7  190,900         8  
University of Oklahoma         106  116,500       17    37,200       10  153,700       16  
University of Notre Dame           16                   -          
University of Southern Cal.           25  164,600         7    51,100         2  215,700         5  
University of Texas           53  145,400       11    26,700       19  172,100       12  
University of Tulsa           88  111,600       19    39,200         8  150,800       17  
Vanderbilt University           16  174,800         4    29,800       17  204,600         7  
Wake Forest University           27  140,300       12    34,000       14  174,300       11  
West Virginia University         168              

Median           58  145,400      35,000    174,300    
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Table 4 (continued) 
Comparison of Faculty Compensation at  

Private Universities with NCAA FBS Football Programs and Big 12 Schools 
(Faculty Compensation Amounts from the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey) 

        
Panel B  Associate Professors 
 USNWR Salary Benefits Total comp. 

School rank  $ Rank $ Rank $ Rank 
Baylor University           71    92,000       13    26,700       12  118,700       12  
Boston College           31  105,900         7    34,100         5  140,000         5  
Brigham Young University           62              
Duke University             8  120,800         2    39,900         3  160,700         2  
Iowa State University        106    88,900       15    29,600         8  118,500       13  
Kansas State University         142    75,500       21    17,700       21    93,200       21  
Northwestern University           13  115,100         3    36,200         4  151,300         4  
Oklahoma State University         145    78,200       19    25,400       14  103,600       18  
Rice University           19  106,400         6    28,000       10  134,400         6  
Southern Methodist University           58  100,300         8    28,700         9  129,000         9  
Stanford University             4  140,200         1    40,400         2  180,600         1  
Syracuse University           58              
Texas Christian University           76    93,500       12    29,800         6  123,300       10  
Texas Tech University         156    78,300       18    19,100       20    97,400       20  
The University of Tulsa           54    82,200       17    27,700       11  109,900       16  
Tulane University         106    92,000       13    23,300       16  115,300       15  
University of Kansas           48    82,300       16    23,200       17  105,500       17  
University of Miami (Florida)         106    99,400         9    29,800         6  129,200         8  
University of Oklahoma           16    77,000       20    23,500       15  100,500       19  
University of Notre Dame           25              
University of Southern Cal.           53  110,000         4    42,400         1  152,400         3  
University of Texas           88    94,400       11    21,000       19  115,400       14  
Vanderbilt University           16  107,500         5    22,800       18  130,300         7  
Wake Forest University           27    95,500       10    25,800       13  121,300       11  
West Virginia University         168              

Median           58    94,400      27,700    121,300    
 

Note: Brigham Young University, Syracuse University, the University of Notre Dame, and West 
Virginia University did not participate in the 2013-2014 AAUP Faculty Salary Survey. 
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Table 5 
Comparison of Head Football Coaches' Salaries at Private Universities 

with NCAA FBS Football Programs 
(2014 Salary amounts from USA Today survey) 

    
 USNWR Football coach's salary  

School rank  $ Rank 
Baylor University                71              3,135,346         2  
Boston College                31      
Brigham Young University                62      
Duke University                  8              1,840,341         6  
Northwestern University                13              2,480,967         3  
Rice University                19                 780,243         8  
Southern Methodist University                58              2,019,718         5  
Stanford University                  4      
Syracuse University                58      
Texas Christian University                76              4,008,150         1  
The University of Tulsa                54                 758,436         9  
Tulane University                48      
University of Miami (Florida)                16              2,250,943         4  
University of Notre Dame                25              1,457,284         7  
University of Southern 
California                88      
Vanderbilt University                16      
Wake Forest University                27      
Median                31              2,019,718    

 

 

Coaches salaries obtained from USA Today survey, available here: 
http://sports.usatoday.com/ncaa/salaries/ 
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Table 6 
Comparison of Head Football Coaches' Salaries at  

Big 12 Universities 
(2013 Salary amounts from USA Today survey) 

    
  Football coach's  

salary   USNWR 
School rank  $ Rank 

  Baylor University            71         3,135,346              5  
  Iowa State University          106         1,800,125            10  
  Kansas State University          142         2,900,000              7  
  Oklahoma State University          145         3,500,000              4  
 Texas Christian University             76         4,008,150              3  
 Texas Tech University           156         2,605,300              8  
 University of Kansas           106         2,500,000              9  
 University of Oklahoma           106         5,058,333              1  
 University of Texas             53         5,000,270              2  
 West Virginia University           168         3,080,000              6  

Median          106         3,107,673    
 

Coaches salaries obtained from USA Today survey, available here: 
http://sports.usatoday.com/ncaa/salaries/ 
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Charge 3: Reflect on the impact of this benefits/compensation issue in terms of TCU’s mission, 
vision, culture, employee morale, stated strategic priorities, cardinal principles and TCU’s 
standing in the community. 
 
The Task Force conducted three focus group sessions with faculty and staff members from 
across campus to discuss the impact of the change in retiree medical benefit policy on the TCU 
culture and employee morale in light of the university’s stated strategic priorities, cardinal 
principles and TCU’s standing in the community. Findings from these focus groups include the 
following. 
 

• Disappointment with the change in policy is widespread and the degree of a participant’s 
disappointment increases with his or her years of service at TCU. 

• The effects of the policy change were less well understood by younger employees. 
• The initial communications regarding the policy change were regarded as incomplete and 

misleading, particularly statements to the effect that employee benefits had not been 
reduced. 

• Many participants expressed concern that the change has had the worst effect on the most 
vulnerable retirees – those with the most serious health problems. Several participants 
described this as a moral issue and at odds with the university’s stated mission to promote 
ethical leadership and inconsistent with the university’s Christian heritage. 

• Many participants indicated that the policy change would cause them to defer their 
planned retirement from the university. 

• Some participants indicated their willingness to participate in the university’s 
faculty/staff fundraising campaign has changed as a result of the policy change. 

• Many participants described the policy change as a broken promise. 
• The lack of any “grandfather” provisions for existing retirees and those employees 

already meeting the “Rule of 75” was widely criticized. 
• The necessity for the change is not well understood, particularly in light of the lack of 

evidence that the university is facing financial difficulty. 
• The policy change is inconsistent with other observed expenditures: lavish and extensive 

spending on facility construction projects, athletics, and compensation of top 
administration. 

• Several participants commented that the policy change, made to allow the university to 
borrow at affordable rates to finance construction, sends the message that buildings are 
more important than the people of TCU. 

• One participant noted that she and her spouse had elected to stay on TCU’s healthcare 
plan due to the promise of retiree coverage even though her spouse’s plan from a 
different employer was otherwise more attractive. 

• Most participants felt that the policy change had been made without any significant 
participation by or consultation with faculty, staff, and retirees and that it was made 
hastily without adequate consideration of its consequences. 

• Most participants felt the reduction in employee benefits had not been adequately 
justified by the administration. 
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In early 2014, the TCU Retiree Association sent a questionnaire to their membership asking 
about their experiences with the new retiree medical benefit plan. The Retiree Association 
provided the Task Force with copies of the responses to question 18 on the questionnaire, which 
read as follows: 

“Please add any comments that you wish to make concerning the purchase of your prescription 
medications, in particular if you will reach the so-called “donut hole” either this year or next year.” 

A transcript of these responses is included in Appendix A-5. The comments indicate that many 
retirees are facing substantial hardships resulting from the change in retiree medical benefits. The 
administration has been logging calls to the Human Resources office about the new retiree 
medical benefit plan and, we are told, the number of complaints has been very small, a number 
interpreted to mean widespread satisfaction with the new arrangement. The responses to the 
Retiree Association questionnaire belie this assertion. The Task Force members found the 
retirees’ comments to be heart-breaking and difficult to read as retirees report higher drug costs 
and in some cases, an inability to afford their prescription drugs and other medical costs. 

The Task Force believes that if these comments were widely distributed, the TCU community 
would be outraged and TCU’s standing in the community would certainly suffer. 
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Charge 4: Propose possible remedies for the negative consequences of the change on both retirees 
and current employees. 

Recommendation 
 
The Task Force recognizes that the costs of employee and retiree medical insurance are likely to 
continue to rise and will impose a growing economic burden on the University, its employees, and 
its students and their families. Measures to control these costs are necessary and appropriate. 
However, the solution adopted by the Administration imposes too harsh a burden on the most 
vulnerable constituents: existing retirees and those employees close to retirement, some with 
serious health problems. Moreover, it provides only a temporary reduction in the University’s 
liability for retiree benefits. Even without an increase in the university’s monthly contribution of 
$202.72, the liability will continue to grow as the number of retirees and employees approaching 
retirement grows. 
 
We ask the Administration to commit to revisiting this issue in good faith from the beginning, in 
an open, inclusive manner. All affected constituents should participate in the decision-making 
process to arrive at an effective but humane way of controlling the growth in the cost of retiree 
medical benefits over time. This will require a committee comprised of faculty, staff, and retirees, 
appointed by the Faculty Senate, Staff Assembly, and Retiree Association, respectively, as well as 
appropriate members of the administration in Human Resources and Business and Finance. 
Because of the complexity of the issues, it will certainly be necessary to engage consultants to 
quantify the costs and benefits of various options available to the University. The situation is made 
even more complex due to the dynamic environment with the possibility of changing legislation 
and new products being introduced by insurers. 
 
We would like to see the existing retirees returned to the University’s existing group coverage or 
to a new group coverage plan. If it is determined that the growth in the cost of retiree medical 
benefits is indeed unsustainable, it may be necessary to follow the strategy adopted by many other 
universities and announce a gradual phasing out of retiree medical benefits. Admittedly, such a 
strategy would not provide such a large one-time reduction in the liability for retiree benefits as the 
Administration’s approach achieved, but it would allow for a gradual elimination of this liability 
without imposing a harsh burden on current retirees. Such a strategy could be implemented in a 
variety of ways. For example, the old retiree medical benefit plan could be terminated for all 
except for existing retirees and current employees approaching retirement. Existing retirees and 
senior employees who had been promised medical coverage in retirement would receive it and 
younger employees would have ample time to make other arrangements. Such a proposal could be 
coupled with various options available to promote savings plans to provide an incentive for 
employees to save for their future medical costs in retirement, e.g., Health Savings Accounts. 
 
The situation is made more complicated by the action already taken by the Administration. 
Returning retirees to the University’s group medical insurance program or a new program may not 
be economically feasible at this point but that is far from clear. Surely some remedy for the plight 
of those retirees who are currently unable to afford their medical costs can be found.   
 
This is an urgent issue. Retirees are suffering from higher than expected medical costs as a result 
of the policy change and senior employees are facing difficult decisions relative to retirement 
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planning. All retirees will ultimately be in the same situation if, as we expect, the University’s 
monthly contribution does not increase in the future. We urge the Faculty Senate to move quickly 
in formulating its recommendation and ask for a prompt response from the Administration.
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Appendix 1: Task force charges from Faculty Senate Executive Committee 

Task Force on the TCU Promise: 
Sustaining our Commitments to 

Current, Former and Future TCU Faculty and Staff 
 

During the spring of 2013, the University abruptly changed the healthcare 
benefits for TCU retirees. In consideration of the unsettling dimensions of this event, 
its material effects, and its broader implications, the 2014-15 TCU Faculty Senate 
Executive Committee has formed a Task Force—composed of current and former 
TCU faculty and staff—to conduct a thorough review of this change in compensation 
and benefits. 

The charges of this Task Force are: 

1. To obtain and review the opinions the administration acquired from outside 
consultants in commissioned studies related to the shift of TCU retirees from 
CARES to an HRA funding plan for their medical benefits, and to understand 
the process these outside experts followed when generating these opinions. 

2. To gather comparative information regarding TCU’s peer and aspirant 
universities and their compensation packages, relative to their financial 
profiles, including administrative costs. 

3. To reflect on the impact of this benefits/compensation issue in terms of TCU’s 
mission, vision, culture, employee morale, stated strategic priorities, cardinal 
principles and TCU’s standing in the community. 

4. To propose possible remedies for the negative consequences of the change on 
both retirees and current employees. 

The Task Force on the TCU Promise will produce a report that will be the basis for 
a wider conversation among current and retired faculty, staff, and administrators. 

Jan Jaynes Quesada, Ph.D. 
Chair, TCU Faculty Senate 
June 17, 2014 
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Appendix 2: Statement of current retiree healthcare policy 

HEALTH INSURANCE 
Pre-Age 65 
Retirees who are pre-age 65 and meet the Rule of 75 may continue in their current TCU 
Group Medical coverage provided through CARES. Human Resources bills retirees for 
medical premiums on a monthly basis or online payments are available via credit card or 
debit card. Instructions for establishing an online payment may be found at 
http://hr.tcu.edu/retireebenefitpayments.pdf . Please note if you cancel your medical 
coverage or fail to make the premium payment in a timely manner, the coverage is 
terminated and you will not be allowed to enroll again.   

Post-Age 65 
Retirees who are post-age 65 and meet the Rule of 75 have access to individual plans 
which compliment Medicare through OneExchange, a Towers Watson company. TCU 
partners with OneExchange, whose licensed benefit advisors and knowledge of the 
Medicare market combine to make them a valuable advisor for TCU retirees. 
OneExchange will help you and your spouse (if applicable) choose the health care 
coverage that best matches your medical requirements and budget. Upon enrollment in a 
medical plan through OneExchange, you will have access to a TCU funded Health 
Reimbursement Account (HRA) to help reimburse you for eligible expenses. 

For more information regarding Retiree Health Insurance, contact Human Resources at 
817-257-7790. 
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Appendix 3: TCU Retirees Ad Hoc Committee Report on Health Care Changes in 2013 

I. Prolog. 
 

A. TCU Retiree Health Care Benefits prior to June 1, 2013 – Commitments Kept. 
 

 For decades, TCU retirees have remained in the same health plans (with adjusted 
premiums) that they accessed as employees.  This allowed TCU to use its negotiating 
power to maximize benefits in the market place. 
 

B. TCU Retiree Health Care Benefits after June 1, 2013 – Commitments Broken. 
 

 On February 4, 2013, TCU announced that TCU retirees would be moved out of the 
TCU benefits system and were required to negotiate as individuals in the health care 
market (albeit with a set amount of money put in health benefit accounts for each 
retiree and covered spouse).  This announcement was presented to retirees as a fait 
accompli with no prior consultation.  It also contradicted the Retiree Handbook at the 
time of announcement.  Additionally, it appears that the decision was made with no 
regard, or lack of understanding, of the degree to which the new arrangement would 
provide significantly less benefits to retirees, particularly in terms of pharmacy benefits. 
 

II. Feedback From Retirees. 
 

A. Anecdotal Evidence. 
 

 Soon after the announcement of the TCU Retiree Health Care changes and throughout 
the fall, the Officers of the TCU Retirees Association, received calls, emails, letters and 
visits from concerned retirees.  These retirees voiced strong concerns about the change 
in terms of lack of consultation, higher co-pays, lack of coverage of certain drugs, and 
the “doughnut hole.” 
 

B. Creation of Ad Hoc Committee. 
 

 To address these concerns, the Retiree Association Board appointed an Ad Hoc 
committee to look into the changes in the TCU Retiree Health Care benefits and the 
concerns of retirees. 

 
C. Creating and Administering a Survey 

 
 After meeting with the Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration and a meeting 

with the Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration, the Provost, 
and a group from Human Resources, the Ad Hoc Committee created a survey to 
distribute to all retirees.  A copy is attached. 
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D. Survey Results. 
 

 In general, the survey results show that many retirees are dissatisfied or greatly 
dissatisfied with the insurance coverage in the new program, with the out-of –pocket 
costs for purchased drugs, and with the manner in which the new coverage meets their 
expectations for retirement.  In short, when over half of the constituency of a program 
is dissatisfied with a program, it is difficult to call it a success.  This assumes that some 
degree of satisfaction with the program is desired. 

 
E. Conclusions. 

 
 If TCU desires to have TCU retirees to continue or regain the respect and admiration 

that they hold or held for TCU during their active days at TCU, the TCU administration 
will need to do something to fix the Medicare Part D issue for retirees.  The Ad Hoc 
committee and the Officers of the TCU Retirees Association believe that almost all 
retirees and current employees came to TCU and stayed at TCU because they believed 
that it was, and still is, a special place that emphasizes caring, helping and nurturing of 
students and all in the TCU community.  It will be hard to retain that belief if retiree 
and current employees perceive a movement from its past culture to one more like that 
of Walmart. 

 
III. Equivalence of Health Care Benefits in CARES and Health Care Benefits in Medicare 

Supplements. 
 

A. The Nature of Medicare Parts A, B and D. 
 

The Medicare Supplements Part A & B are essentially identical to the plans that were 
offered through CARES to retirees.  This is so because federal law requires Medicare 
Supplement Part A & B plans offered by insurance companies to be structured 
consistent with a small number of benefit formats designated by federal law.  This is 
called “creditable coverage” of employer/union or other group health plan. 
 

 The creditable coverage requirement for Medicare Part D is much less demanding.  The 
only requirement for a Medicare Part D offering is that it not systematically 
discriminate any “class of people.”  There is not standardization as there are in 
Medicare Parts A & B.  Consequently, no two plans are the same and insurance 
companies appear to make sure that they are not the same. This means that you can not 
comparison shop for identical coverage as you can in Medicare Parts A & B.  
 

B. The Problem – Medicare Part D. 
 

 In short, forcing TCU retirees into the Medicare Parts A & B has little or no impact on 
the health care of the retirees.  The only exception is that it forces them into a risk pool 
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that is composed of only people over 65.  In CARES TCU retirees were in the same 
risk pool as TCU employees. 

 
 The problem is Medicare Part D.  Without going into a detailed list of all the 

differences, consider the following: 
 

(1) In most cases, co-pays are much higher than they were in CARES. 
(2) All Medicare Part D plans have many drugs that simply are not covered. 
(3) The lack of standardization makes selection of a Part D plan a “crap shoot.” 
(4) You can only select a Part D plan based on your current health conditions without 

regard to any future conditions. 
(5) Insurance companies can change the required co-pays at any time with 60 days 

notice, while individuals can only change their plans once a year. 
(6) Each individual is his/her own risk pool.  According to the Medicare.gov website, 

“in 2014, once you and your plan have spent $2,850 on covered drugs (the 
combined amount plus your deductible), you're in the coverage gap.” This is the 
donut hole. Once you reach the coverage gap, you'll pay 47.5% of the retail price 
for covered brand-name prescription drugs. Also, “Medicare will pay 28% of the 
price for generic drugs during the coverage gap. You'll pay the remaining 72% of 
the price.” When one retiree spends nothing on drugs it does not help another retiree 
in anyway. 

 
C. Conclusion. 

 
 In short, Medicare Part D costs as much or more that CARES Drug coverage and 

delivers significantly less benefits.  This means both TCU and retirees spend more and 
get less.  Below, are examples of major problems with drug purchases by current 
retirees that would not have happened under the CARES prescription program.  It is 
also important to remember that in 2013, TCU retirees were only on Medicare Part D 
for 7 months.  In 2014 TCU retirees will be on Medicare Part D for 12 months.  
Because the donut hole calculation is reset each year on January 1, the donut hole 
problem will be much worse in 2014 than it was in 2013. 
 

 
IV. Analysis and Examples of Survey Comments 
 

A. Dissatisfaction with Medicare Part D. 
 

At the time of tabulation, 185 survey responses had been returned. This represented 279 
of 427 (65%) Extend Health enrollees. Satisfaction with Medicare Part D was evenly 
split (50 +/- 1%) between satisfied and dissatisfied. The committee had heard 
complaints about being dropped from CARES, but was shocked to find that one-half of 
the respondents were unhappy with their new, TCU-subsidized ($202.72/person/month) 
insurance coverage. 
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B. Cost of Prescriptions and Forgoing Medication 

Sixty-four percent of respondents reported that prescription costs were more expensive 
with Medicare Part D than with CARES. Twenty percent of respondents reported that 
they had not filled a prescription because of the cost! Other respondents reported they 
reduced or skipped the recommended dose. Ninety-four percent of respondents who 
were dissatisfied with Medicare Part D also mentioned that their medications were 
more expensive in Medicare Part D compared to CARES.  

 
V. Extreme Hardship Cases 

 
A. Cause of Extreme Hardship Cases. 

 
The Nature of Medicare Part D allows for extreme hardship cases that are not possible 
in a real insurance program such as CARES or any insurance program in the US except 
those that are available to people who are less than 65 years old.  There are several 
reasons for this: 

 
(1) Medicare Part D does not have a true risk pool.  The use of the donut hole means 

that only the costs incurred by the individual are considered.  When an individual 
reaches the donut hole, he/she will pay full retail price for his/her prescription 
drugs.  This is true even if every other person in that plan has not cost the insurance 
company a single penny. 

(2) When the donut hole is reached, the individual must pay “full retail price.”  Because 
the federal government cannot negotiate price with the pharmaceutical companies 
and the federal government must subsidize the cost of Medicare Part D 
expenditures with a fixed percentage of “full retail price,” it is rational for 
pharmaceutical companies to set the “full retail price” extremely high. 

(3) Because Medicare Part D plans can be sold without any requirements in terms of 
their formularies, each available Part D plan is different and all exclude many 
expensive drugs.  All other buyers of pharmaceutical drugs can negotiate price and 
formularies (e.g., CARES) 

(4) An individual can only change Part D plans once a year, but the insurance 
companies can change their formularies and prices at any time with 60 days notice. 
This means that there is no rational method for choosing a Medicare Part D plan 
unless you assume that your health care needs will not change for a year. 
  

B.  No Ability to Predict Extreme Hardship Cases. 
 

The nature of health care is such that there is no method to predict the future needs of 
an individual.  An individual’s health can literally change in a heartbeat.  
It can be predicted, however, that older people will use more medications than younger 
people.   
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C. Survey Comments on Drug Availability and Costs. 

 
The following examples are from some who were dissatisfied with the new drug coverage 
(question #16) 
 “Not all my drugs were covered by any of the plan options” 
“No generic versions of my drug are available leading to greater costs” 
 “Our 2013 experience only covered 7 months so the chances of reaching the “donut hole” in the 
full 12 months of 2014 will be greater” 
“I live on a tight budget and no longer trust how much [it] will cost” 
“Since I lost my TCU insurance I have not been to my doctor or the dentist” 
“More hassle, more expensive, no more giving to TCU” 
“Please return to the previous system” 
“At least one of our prescriptions is no longer covered so it is purchased at full price for $176 
instead of $20 under CARES” 
“Through our plan’s mail order pharmacy our co-pays went from $70 to $253 for a 3-month’s 
supply” 
“Last month my doctor called in some meds for me and the plan would not pay for it.”  
“To prevent reaching the donut hole I only take ¾ of my prescribed dosage” 
“The extra cost may be considerable and have a serious impact on our monthly income” 
“My doctor prescribed a brand name drug with out of pocket monthly cost of $98 so I dropped it 
and hope the condition won’t return” 
“I would quickly reach the donut hole if I continued the expensive ($2500 retail) medication which 
was unsustainable on my budget…consideration of costs vs. consequences caused considerable 
anxiety” 
“There is a significant increase in premiums in 2014 without much decrease in co-pays” 
“Coverage for a name brand medication that worked well was denied and I was switched to a less 
effective generic without choice…my appeals were denied” 
“Already in donut hole in 2013 and will reenter in March 2014”  
“While in the “donut hole” one med was $600/month or $900/3 months. I went to Canada (with 
my doctor’s approval) and got the identical drug at $138/3 months and it worked!  
Similar comments about monthly out of pocket drug expenditures (not counting premiums) 
claimed costs of $900, 800, 750, 721, 700, 480, 430, 380, 340, 315, 300, 300, 270, 180, and 100. 
 
The following examples are from some who were satisfied with the new drug coverage (question 
#16) 
 “…we use all generic drugs...” (a common response in this group) 
“…use no prescription drugs” (another common response in this group) 
“…costs are down due to reimbursements” (another common response in this group) 
“…too soon to judge; ask me again next year…”(another common response in this group) 
“At 88 I use no prescription drugs.” 
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“Prescriptions provided by Veteran’s Administration & TRI-Care” 
 “…was never on CARES” 
“’…both of us take very few prescription drugs…” 
 ‘’…one of my wife’s drugs is being dropped from the formulary which may present problems” 
 “…insurance required change to generics…doctor Okayed” 
 
From the nature and distribution of the survey comments it seems clear that the main determinant 
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the new retiree’s health insurance is based on experiences 
with available prescription drug plans.  

 
VI. Suggested Solution. 
 

Restore the Retirees Drug Benefit to CARES! 
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April 23, 2014 
 
To our retiree community,  
 
As you know, the TCU Retiree Medical plan changed to a Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) 
model in 2013 for participants who are 65 or older, and the University contributes $202.72 
monthly to each eligible participant in the plan (including a participating retiree’s spouse/partner 
or other eligible dependents).  Since that time, there has been valuable conversation about the 
HRA model, including concerns discussed through the Retirees’ Association about the potential 
impact the change specifically had on prescription drug coverage for some retirees.    
 
In mid-March, I met with the ad hoc committee on healthcare appointed by the Retirees’ 
Association regarding results of a survey they initiated and tabulated.  Foremost among their 
findings were concerns about changes to the prescription drug benefit under the HRA structure, 
particularly when the “doughnut hole” is reached.  The committee recommended to me that the 
prescription drug benefit for eligible retirees over 65 be returned to the CARES model.  After 
careful consideration of their survey results, the uncertainty of the national healthcare 
environment, and review of the financially-based reasons the University was compelled to make 
the transition, I notified the ad hoc committee at a meeting on April 22 that TCU plans to 
continue with the HRA structure currently in place.  I also assured them that the University will 
maintain its focus on ensuring that our covered retirees and future retirees understand and 
maximize the benefits available to them.    
  
The retiree benefit change to the HRA structure was made only after significant research, 
evaluation and thought. TCU partnered with outside consultants such as Willis Atlanta and Extend 
Health (now OneExchange, a Towers Watson company) to ensure we were making informed 
decisions.  The review and discussion of the subsequent feedback from retirees has been taken 
just as seriously, and TCU has continued to explore and vet other vendors for consideration as 
part of our ongoing work on this topic.  Additionally, in the coming months, TCU will field a survey 
of retirees through an outside vendor to gather satisfaction level data in regard to the HRA 
model.     
 
The dialogue with our retiree community has been, and will continue to be, an important part of 
our decision-making process.  The concerns have been listened to and actively discussed and 
weighed in recent months.  However, it is important to note that while we understand this 
change has presented a shift in routine and/or cost for some, the University remains confident 
that this move was an appropriate decision to support the long-term sustainability of our 
healthcare plan for current and future participants.   
 
TCU continues to take steps to help support our goal of providing competitive benefits not only 
today, but also for the next generation of retirees and beyond.  We routinely evaluate our benefit 
offerings to ensure that we are able to effectively meet the diverse needs of our active and 
retiree population in the midst of a challenging healthcare environment.   The current 
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contribution of $202.72 places TCU in the top third of 300 retiree healthcare clients serviced by 
OneExchange.  For the next fiscal year, that amount will remain in place. 
 
Our retirees have played an important role in creating the strong heritage of our university.  I 
value the strong relationships TCU has with you and current faculty and staff.  We will continue to 
monitor and evaluate the healthcare landscape with a strong focus on finding new ways to 
educate retirees and active employees to be more informed health care consumers.  Please 
watch for additional healthcare plan tools and resources in the near future so that you have every 
opportunity to maximize the value of these benefit offerings in response to your personal needs. 
As always, I encourage you to reach out to Human Resources whenever you have questions or 
need assistance.  
 
Warm regards, 

 
Victor J. Boschini, Jr. 
Chancellor 
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“Please add any comments that you wish to make concerning the purchase of your prescription 
medications, in particular if you will reach the so-called “donut hole” either this year or next year.” 
 

• “As of 1st of January I switched to Medicare advantage to try and save, but it costs me 
$49.90 per month where Med D was only $18.00 per month. I don’t like it at all, my 
Insulin was $500.00 for my part and my other insulin was $221.00 for my part. With 
TCU’s insurance, it was a copay of $40.00 for each. I take two insulins and 9 other meds a 
day, I was not planning for this when I retired in March—2011.” 

 
• “Under Cares our cost was within the realm of what one would expect. Under Cares, I 

never paid more than $35 per month supply. If I purchased the medication that I’ve given 
up because of cost, it alone was $100.00 per month…general coverage is terrible, I didn’t 
pay a copay for my primary care. What Medicaid didn’t…[rest is cut off].” 

 
• “Definitely reached the donut hole for one member not the other.” 

 
• “I’m not at all satisfied by the secrecy surrounding the changes to our medical program—

Administrative hubris!” 
 

• “Might be forced to change some medications because of donut hole.” 
 

• “I will be in donut hole this year. ” 
 

• “At the end of November, we have reached the ‘donut hole.’” 
 

• “We will not hit the donut hole, but my wife was just informed that one of her drugs is 
being dropped from the coverage. It’s the uncertainty that is a particular issue. We’re good 
today, but who knows what tomorrow might bring.” 

 
• “Concerned that from January 2014 on, the increases for Plan D prescription drugs will rise 

as will my share, in dollars, of the total cost because of drug-tier changes, price increases 
for the same drug, restrictions on quantity per fill and refill, etc.”  

 
• “After carefully comparing our costs for prescriptions under CARES and our current plan, 

we found that costs were about the same. Neither of us expect to reach the “donut hole” in 
the next year. Needless to say, the process all retirees had to endure to change providers for 
prescription drug insurance was indeed stressful!” 

 
• “Chancellor Boschini said at Town Hall Meeting [Fall 2012] that faculty staff members 

‘should be willing to spend an hour on the phone talking about their health.’ His statement 
about the process revealed he was ludicrously clueless about what he was requiring of his 
colleagues. My spouse and I spent a minimum of 10 hours on the phone with ExtendHealth 
after all the hours attending TCU campus meetings and researching…[REST CUT OFF]” 
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• “We will definitely hit the donut hole mid-2014.” 
 

• “I’m fortunate in that I don’t take expensive prescription drugs. The least expensive Part D 
drug plan was $30.10 per month. I’m switching to a Medicare advantage program for 2014. 
I don’t know why ExtendHealth pushes the medical policies for us who are healthy and 
take few prescriptions.” 

 
• “Yes, I will reach the donut hole when about 35% of my annual cost of prescription drugs 

has been met. This is using a generic form of a drug whenever available. Ignores lower cost 
under catastrophic coverage. Monthly out of pocket is relatively unimportant compared 
with the sum of out of pocket plus plan payments that count in determining the coverage 
gap entry point.” 

 
• “Currently taking 2 prescriptions not covered by Medicare Part D. One is $110 a month, 

the other is $65 a month. I have eye problems and my medication changes as doctors feel 
need.” 

 
• “Both of us expect to reach donut hole in 2014. Extremely difficult (confusing) to 

determine best, most reasonable plan. Was not able to get appointment with ExtendHealth 
until 1 day before deadline.” 

 
• “No—only 7 months on new plan. It will be close; at least $2500 if drug costs do not 

increase.”  
 

• “Co-pays are higher and medical costs would be much higher if we had real health 
problems and/or hospitalization.” 

 
• “I don’t know whether I have had a donut hole issue. Can TCU go back to CARES?” 

 
• “Have to negotiate with provider to cover drugs CARES covered. The extra cost may be 

considerable and have a serious impact on monthly income.” 
 

• “The reason that the cost of our drugs for this year, compared with costs for last year, is not 
greater is because we have quit taking one drug and we have switched to generic drugs if 
they are available.” 

 
• “We reached the donut hole very quickly this year and will again next year. Our 

medications are all ones we will need for the rest of our lives. None have been for a 
temporary illness.” 

 
• “1) At least one of our standing prescriptions is no longer covered (we have Part D 

insurance) so it has to be purchased by us at full price from a local pharmacy. (Under 
CARES, the co-pay was $20.00 for 3 months, now I will pay $176.00 for same amount.)  
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• 2) For these prescriptions we can still purchase through our plans mail-order pharmacy, our 
co-pays have more than tripled. For example, one went from $70.00 for a three-month 
supply to $253.00 for three months.” 

 
• “Last month, I got sick and my doctor called in some medicine for me and the prescription 

plan would not pay for it. I never had a problem like that before. I also do not like paying 
five different payments to be able to have insurance.” 

 
• “1) Retirees were blindsided and many are mentally or physically unable to figure it out 

fast enough. 
• 2) ExtendedHealth is polite and helpful but TCU is paying too much in fees. Why not add 

staff at TCU. 
• 3) I worked for retirement benefits and I am happy to have anything reasonable. Despite 

Dr. Adams and his request that we work hard at being informed it is often a worry. 
• 4)Glad I could fit with anonymity.” 

 
• “To prevent reaching the “donut hole” I take only about ¾ of my prescribed dosages. I 

can’t pay for all the dosages as directed with my monthly budget—this vs. living expenses-
Insurance premiums are more than 50% of my resources. Also, now I’m told that the Part 
D supplemental drug policies will only cover 5-6 drugs; therefore, I must choose ONE of 
my 7 Rxs that I will now pay 100% for in 2014. What if I can’t pay 100%? The new plan is 
very time consuming with time wasted on the phone trying to determine the best plan with 
ExtendHealth. [Part cut off]” 

 
• “I use CVS and have for several years. WellCare plan now states that CVS is not on the 

preferred list. If I wish to continue with CVS, I will be required to pay a fee per 
prescription for each renewal in the year 2014.” 

 
• “The major difference with the new plan vs. last year’s is the additional cost of the 

AARP/UnitedHealthcare drug insurance. The new plan is $89 per month (for both) and 
some drugs are not included for my wife. Our concern is for the future. Where will this 
lead?” 

 
• “Paperwork has been impressive. The trauma of choosing new insurance and Plan D was 

horrible and I would hate to ever have to do it again. Don’t know after only 6 months if we 
will reach the “donut hole.’” 

 
• “Won’t reach the ‘donut hole’ this year because not in the plan for a full year but have been 

warned we will be next year.”  
 

• “We are currently spending more than double what we paid for CARES.” 
 

• “I reached the donut in October 2013. One essential drug went from $88/month to 
$338/month.” 
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• “Premium increase for 2014—40%! This is ridiculous.” 

 
• “Beside the medications, my expected cost for hospital stay is expensive. On my TCU plan, 

I was in the hospital for two weeks. The x-rays, tests and blood and there was no cost to 
me. The committee needs to look at other medical costs [indecipherable]” 

 
• “Sorting through all the plans for comparisons and best fit is difficult. Multiply this effort 

by all the TCU retirees individually is big, but the ExendHealth website is very helpful.” 
 

• “I got off of the two really expensive drugs—Savella and Nexium. Under CARES the 
prescriptions were part of the $197 per month (including dental). I now pay $31.10 for Part 
D, SS take $29.90 more for drug coverage (in addition to Medicare amount) and of course 
dental ($30+) is paid directly to TCU. Part B is $216.50 and will increase to $227 in June.” 

 
• “I have refrained from medical treatment thus far but will do so in November and will have 

more comments then. Cost is an issue.” 
 

• “Ask me again next year and I may have a very different answer—my monthly premium is 
[going] up and I’ll be paying $3 for generics and $88 for the $70 drug. I’ve tried to figure 
out whether or not I’ll hit donut hole, but Coventry’s monthly statements arrive very late, 
so I can’t tell. [Rest cut off.]” 

 
• “I wish the Tier 3 copay was not as much but I feel blessed because I do have insurance.” 

 
• “Some of this will change when a whole year is covered. E.g. the ‘donut hole’ for very 

expensive prescriptions. My expenses for all of 2014 will be much higher.” 
 

• “PLEASE RETURN TO THE PREVIOUS SYSTEM.” 
 

• “We started the new prescription drug plan June 1st. I bought the very best plan 
ExtendCare offered and I reached the donut hole status by August 7th. My meds have 
become VERY expensive.” 

 
• “I have already reached the donut hole in 6 months when Medicare was primary it was 

much better, this plan is not as good. I am very much dissatisfied.” 
 

• “What a mess. And what a surprise to me after believing TCU for about 38 years that they 
would help take care of us after we retire. We had some “bad years” $$ at TCU but the 
same health care as faculty/staff would be there for us. Now they change it. This does NOT 
sound like the TCU I worked so hard for and loved. Shame on TCU now.” 

 
• “I hate Part D—wish I had express scripts back you knew where you were with that—it 

doesn’t seem necessary to be so complicated!” 
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• “I expect to reach the ‘donut hole’ about September of 2014.” 

 
• “It took most of this year before I met the deductible. I guess that’s a good problem to 

have. Filling each prescription is more expensive, however. I am very appreciative of the 
efforts of the Ad Hoc Committee. While I understand TCU’s reasons for these changes, I 
cannot help but feel that TCU let us down.” 

 
• “I was in the donut hole when the switch was made. Will most certainly reach it within six 

months. Medicare Part D doesn’t come close to the coverage of Cares. I have had 1 drug 
canceled by Part D…a drug I had been using from the beginning of an illness 17 years 
ago.” 

 
• “We are hitting the “doughnut hole” this month—ouch! We have switched to “generic” as 

available, but some have no generic.” 
 

• “I am changing prescription plans in January so do not know how this will impact ‘donut 
hole.’ I suspect I will reach it, however.” 

 
• “My husband was in the donut hole after one or two months. Thank you for your concern.” 

 
• “Shame on TCU!” 

 
• “Based on prices subject to change without notice, my spouse reached the donut hole in 

August 2014. Best estimate for his Rx drugs next year is $3,248.00 per the estimate by 
Humana which is the plan ExtendHealth steered us to accept. This is more than double the 
cost from Express Scripts. Our cost for the last 5 months of 2013 was not terrible because 
the order and received a 3 month of supply of everything and we did not reach the donut 
hole.”  

 
• “I’m sure when I go to the doctor I’ll probably be given one or more prescriptions. I live on 

a tight budget and I no longer trust how much out of pocket expenses will cost since I lost 
my TCU insurance, so I have not been to my doctor or the dentist. In my heart I will never 
understand how TCU could do this.” 

 
• “Next year, I will likely reach the “donut hole” with my first round of prescription in the 

initial coverage stage. Although TCU is not obligated to provide retirees with health and 
coverage, I am disappointed in the manner in which the mid-year (2013) changes was 
made. I thought TCU would be the last employer to create a hardship for its people. We 
very much appreciate the Retirees Association’s efforts on our behalf.” 

 
• “I was very disappointed in the ExtendHealth’s RX division’s definition of “appointment.” 

My understanding was that the representative of ExtendHealth who made the phone 
appointment with me at a definite time in three weeks would be available then and as she 
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said, she researched the availability of the Rx I needed (It was not included in my current 
plan.) Instead, after waiting 40 minutes, I hung up without the information. Later, I was 
told the Rx is still not available through any of their plans. It was included in our previous 
BlueCross/BlueShield coverage.” 

 
• “The ‘donut hole’—my two allergy medications have almost tripled. I stopped taking one 

medication due to higher cost.” 
 

• “I will reach the donut hole next year as I will be on the insurance for the entire year.” 
 

• “Some health costs have gone down so prescription costs raise. Haven’t figured out how 
the total will come out.” 

 
• “The elderly who are the largest group needing the most medical care due to aging, 

accidents, falls, diseases (arthritis, cancer, Alzheimer’s, heart disease, Parkinson’s and 
diabetes) and others receive a few breaks from the public such as parking and ticket prices 
but NOT for TCU retires who have given their younger and vigorous years to the old 
Guard and are tossed overboard in the Ocean of Medical Insurance where the sharks of old 
age are attacking them from every side; such as loss of hearing, vision, health, memory, 
energy, et al, have diminished. Does the board want us to walk the plank?” 

 
• “Already in donut hole 2013. Will enter donut hole in March 2014.” 

 
• “There is a significant increase in the premiums for 2014 without much decrease in co-

pays. I had been taking a name brand medication that worked well. Coverage was denied 
and I was switched to a generic without choice. My appeals were denied. [REST CUT 
OFF]” 

 
• “Medical coverage more expensive than thru CARES. Rx is not included with medical 

premium and although copay is zero, the cost of premium has doubled the amount I paid 
for co-pay in 2012 which was #364.00—premium for some drugs will be $799.00 for 
2014.” 

 
• “TCU has sold us out to reduce their long-term liability.” 

 
• “The HR department of TCU is unable to answer any questions, have not familiarized 

themselves (Martha and her manager) with the ExtendHealth website and just advise to call 
ExtendHealth. ExtendHealth’s first responder is a Customer Service rep who takes info but 
cannot answer any questions. [Rest cut off]” 

 
• “Spouse reached “donut hole” in August. Which cost was more evenly distributed? That’s 

the cause of dissatisfaction.” 
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• “This year our coverage began June 1 and we reached the donut hole in October. We’ve 
been told by ExtendHealth that we’ll reach the coverage gap in May 2014 and we’ll be 
facing several thousand dollars of out-of-pocket drug costs.” 

 
• “The ‘doughnut hole’ comes with #1 batch (3 month supply) of 3 MEDS. This is 

TERRIBLE. Plus, I am in the hole on premiums. TCU does NOT pay for my coverage 
fully. I am out over $500/year for my medical and prescription coverage.” 

 
• “With ExtendHealth, more hassle! Now more expensive—about $2,000 more out of pocket 

expense for drugs! No more annual giving to TCU!”  
 
 

• TO:  Ad Hoc Committee on Retiree Health Insurance 
FROM: XXXXXXX 
DATE:  November 6, 2013 
RE:  TCU’s action with regard to retiree health insurance 
 
I have not previously provided my reaction to TCU’ s discontinuance of group health 
insurance for retirees.  Initially I was dismayed, thinking that there is no way that retirees 
can obtain on the individual insurance market anything like the coverage available to a 
group.     
 
Since receiving the information contained in the September and October Retirees’ 
Newsletter, I am even more appalled.  It seems that to reduce an accounting liability on the 
balance sheet, the trustees are willing to place upon the retirees a very real economic 
burden with a possibly major impact on their ability to pay for a reasonable level of health 
care.  No one seems to be saying that the university lacks the current ability to pay the 
portion of retiree health cost that it has been paying, but, rather, that the balance sheet 
liability item that results from actuarial tables and various related assumptions is a figure 
that they would like to make look better. 
 
In my case (and the effect of this decision is, after all, the sum of all of the individual cases) 
I was very dissatisfied with the insurance plans offered by Extend Health.   I did not initiate 
any search beyond the companies offered by Extend Health because it was my 
understanding that TCU was going to offer a premium subsidy to be administered by 
Extend Health, and plans offered by them seemed the best way to go, administratively 
speaking.  Now it seems that even the subsidy is open to question. 
 
The Medicare Supplement F plan was noted in the Retirees’ Newsletter as the Medicare 
supplement that would come closest to equaling the CARES coverage that retirees had.  
Extend Health offered me only four plans.   One of the companies had had an underwriting 
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loss in each of the last two years.  It did not take much imagination to see what would be 
likely to happen to their premium in the future.  One company had an extremely poor 
claims record, and misrepresentation was cited in a large percentage of the appeals.  Even if 
not relevant to Plan F, this does reveal a possible ethical lapse.  Therefore the company was 
not one on which I would want to be dependent.  A third insurer, with the highest premium, 
operated in only two states. Although that company would have to honor claims incurred in 
other states, its limited geographical range of operation might make it less “portable,” less 
acceptable to medical providers in other states if I were to move.  (As it happened, my 
primary physician, an internal medicine practitioner, retired from private practice just as 
TCU dropped our existing CARES coverage.  I was unable to find another internal 
medicine practitioner, and had some difficulty finding an acceptable primary physician 
who was taking new patients; most physicians here are restricting the number of Medicare 
patients they will take, and are simply turning away those who don’t have what they 
consider to be acceptable Medicare supplement insurance.   With my former CARES 
coverage, I had not been aware of this problem.)  I was left with the fourth alternative, a 
small former life insurance company, taken over in the recent past by a major multi-line 
insurance company, and converted into a health insurance company (97% of premiums 
written).  In this case, there were no relevant data with regard to financial history, claims 
adjustment history, etc., and I can only hope for the best.  The parent company, at least, 
was acceptable to local physicians as a Medicare supplement provider, and the company 
assured me that the policy would go with me if I move.  However, the generally low quality 
of the alternatives offered by Extend Health gives me cause to be concerned about the 
quality of the coverage that will be forthcoming from this company, new to the health 
insurance business. 
 
Of course, I do not know what criteria Extend Health used in choosing insurers to be 
offered on the exchange.  Initially, I assumed that TCU would have investigated that 
question, and determined that the Extend Health offerings were of reasonable quality.   
Now, I am not at all certain of that. 
 
Among the seventeen Medicare Part D drug insurance plans listed by Extend Health, I was 
unable to find one that covered all of my prescription drugs.  All of the plans omitted one 
or another from their formularies.   My “best choice” involved compromise.   Because I 
have had a very adverse reaction to generic forms of one drug, I need the brand form of it.  
I could not find a company that offered this brand and also offered the brand form of 
another one for which my primary physician had recommended against my even trying a 
generic form.  I am left with the choice of obtaining one of the brand drugs at the retail 
price, or ignoring the advice of my physician.    I am almost certain to hit the dreaded 
expensive “donut hole,” and I have already received notice that my premium will be 16 per 
cent higher next year. 
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I do not know whether or not there is a plan “out there” that might include all of my 
prescription drugs in its formulary.  The companies listed by Extend Health certainly 
seemed to be representative of the industry. 
 
It appears to me that the Texas Christian University Board of Trustees made its decision to 
revoke the CARES coverage for retirees not only without consulting the Retirees 
Association or any other representative of the retirees, but without considering the hardship 
and/or difficulties that this decision was likely to create for some retirees.   I suspect that if 
the retirees had been consulted they might have preferred to pay higher premiums for the 
CARES plan as opposed to being thrown on the individual insurance market where they 
may pay more for less, with the added burden of a great deal of paper work and 
administrative effort.  Of course, I do not know what effect this alternative might have had 
on the health insurance liability item on the TCU balance sheet.  
 
The Retirees’ Ad Hoc Committee on Retiree Health Insurance wanted our feedback, so 
here is mine. 
 
Thanks. 
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Dear Colleagues, 
 
As you may have observed, I have avoided any significant involvement in the life of the 
University since I left in 2004.  This has been very deliberate; I left TCU determined not to 
try to influence its future.  But recent events compel me to reengage. 
 
I write to you because during my tenure at the University I had significant profession 
interaction which each of you which lead to my great admiration and respect for you.  
Additionally, each of you is a tenured, senior faculty and as such has a special 
responsibility to preserve and protect the Institution. 
 
The event that prompts this correspondence is the elimination of certain healthcare 
benefits.  In my opinion, the process and the outcomes were not transparent, there was 
no faculty involvement and there are negative, long term consequences for the University. 
 
Three issues of utmost concern to me are: 
 

1. The process by which the elimination of benefits decision was made, 
 

2. The outcomes which have humiliating and unnecessary consequences for some of 
our colleagues and 

 
3. The adverse impact on future retirements. 

 
The outcome of the process was that some of your healthcare benefits were eliminated 
without any faculty consultation.  Many may consider the action as affecting only retirees.  
If you think about the outcome this is simply not the case.  Every current employee’s 
future healthcare benefits were cut!  In the not too distant past, the Faculty Senate was 
very involved in many decisions affecting the life of the University.  Past administrations 
worked mostly harmoniously with the Faculty Senate Executive Committee in a mutual 
spirit of transparency, candor and trust. During those times, the faculty wanted to be 
involved actively in the governance of the University.   My question to each of you is, “Will 
the TCU faculty re-establish its proper role and influence in the governance structure?”  If 
the faculty turn away now, they may silence the voice of future faculty and abdicate its 
rightful place in the governance structure. This will diminish the future of TCU.  
 
The shift of retirees from TCU/CARES to Medicare and a supplement policy has worked 
fairly well; I acknowledge the financial support of the University and hope it continues.  
But the shift from TCU/CARES to Medicare Part D for pharmaceuticals has had a major 
financial impact on retirees.  We are all aware that 80% of an individual’s healthcare costs 
occur during the final 20% of life.  And we recognize that seniors consume more drugs 
than the younger population.  But to shift the financial burden to retirees at a time in life 
when they require more drugs and have less income is a double hit.  The retirees know 
the benefit plans of many universities, including area private institutions.  But when have 
the policies and practices of other institutions been our touchstone?  There was a time 
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when we all felt a sense of pride and purpose when TCU was referred to as “a special 
place.” You may have read the report of the work of Reinecke, Adams, Downey and 
Burgwyn.  What you have not heard are the stories of decisions some retirees have had 
to make.  A highly respected and beloved member of our community is suffering from a 
dreadful, debilitating disease.  The medications are so expensive that the family had to 
declare financial hardship with a pharmaceutical company to reduce the cost.  A retired 
staff member, living on a very modest fixed income, has to choose each month whether to 
pay rent and utilities, buy food, or buy medications.  There was a time when I could not 
imagine that happening to a member of the TCU community.   Has someone reset the 
moral compass of the University?   Perhaps this is the case.  A ranking Board member 
told me that the University’s benefits were “far too generous.”  If Trustees want some of 
the TCU community to suffer, we can verify that their wish has been fulfilled. 
 
Finally, the best education experience TCU can offer future students is a learning 
community informed by a faculty of blended disciplines, age and experiences.  All are well 
served to have young, enthusiastic faculty who relate well to students blended with senior 
faculty who provide perspective, temper audaciousness and provide continuity to 
institutional history.  In the best interest of Institution’s future, the administration should be 
providing incentives that encourage retirement. Unfortunately, these recent decisions do 
just the opposite; they discourage retirement.  TCU will not well served by an aging 
faculty whose energy, interest and impact naturally diminish year after year. 
 
What am I asking?  Only that you examine your conscience and your commitment to the 
best interests of TCU and act accordingly. 
 
Your colleague, 
Bill  
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Our Mission 
 
To educate individuals to think and act as ethical leaders and responsible citizens in the 
global community 
 

Our Vision 
 
To be a world-class, values-centered university 
 

Cardinal Principles  
  
There are five cardinal principles derived from Vision in Action. In spirit, these principles (called cardinal goals 
in the first planning process) have remained constant during both rounds of strategic planning, though minor 
modifications were made in the second phase. The five cardinal principles will determine the shape of the total 
TCU experience for at least a decade to come. What follows is a list of strategic priorities that support these 
principles. They are subject to further assessment and the availability of resources. 
  

 

CARDINAL PRINCIPLE 

 
  

Recruit and retain outstanding students, faculty and staff who can thrive 
intellectually, personally and professionally at TCU  

• Enhance the quality of the undergraduate student academic experience  
• Strengthen graduate programming  
• Develop a strong and safe campus community  
• Be the workplace of choice  

  

 

CARDINAL PRINCIPLE 

 
  

Design a vibrant, strong and brave learning community that is characterized by 
outstanding teaching, high-quality research, exceptional creative activity, and 
distinctive curricular, co-curricular and residential programs  

• Improve integration and communication between curricular and co-curricular 
programs and services  

• Support exceptional research and creative activity  

  

  

 

CARDINAL PRINCIPLE 

 
  

Enhance TCU's learning community by providing outstanding facilities and 
appropriate technology 
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CARDINAL PRINCIPLE 

 
  

Accelerate TCU's connections with the greater community: Fort Worth, Texas, the 
nation and the world  

• Enhance opportunities that support TCU's connections with the world at large 
through teaching, research, creative activities and service  

• Embrace the changing demography of the region, state and nation to contribute 
to responsible global citizenship  

  

 

CARDINAL PRINCIPLE 

 
  

Couple wise financial stewardship with a well-planned entrepreneurial approach to 
academic opportunities  

• Align and integrate all aspects of university planning and allocate financial 
resources to reflect priorities  

• Develop advancement strategies that match these priorities  
• Reconstitute the Strategic Initiative Fund  
• Seek and obtain significant external funding  
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 Appendix 8: Documents Received from VC Gutierrez  

The Task Force sent the following information request to Vice Chancellor Brian Gutierrez, 
requesting information about the change in retiree medical benefits.  
July 25, 2014 
 

Mr. Brian Gutierrez 
Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration 
Texas Christian University 
Box 297041 
Fort Worth, TX 76109 
 
Dear Brian: 
 

As you may be aware, the Faculty Senate Executive Committee has formed a task 
force to conduct a thorough review of the change in retiree healthcare benefits that was 
put into effect last year. Although the task force will report to the Faculty Senate, our 
members represent faculty, staff, and retirees. I have been asked to chair the group and 
have enclosed a copy of the charges to the task force. On behalf of the task force, I am 
requesting that you provide the following information related to the shift of TCU retirees 
from the university’s health insurance plan to the current model that relies on health 
reimbursement accounts to fund insurance to supplement coverage for Medicare-eligible 
retirees: 

o copies of reports and analyses received from outside consultants on this issue, 

o copies of internally-developed reports and analyses generated on this issue, and 

o copies of internally and externally developed reports, presentations, and analyses 
provided to the TCU Board of Trustees, including any separate items provided to 
the Finance Committee of the board, on this issue. 

Once we have had an opportunity to review these documents, it is likely that 
members of the task force will have questions and we hope you would be willing to meet 
with us. We understand that this is a substantial request but a necessary one if affected 
faculty, staff, and retirees are to fully understand this significant change in employee 
benefits. Thank you in advance for your cooperation in our efforts. Please let me know if 
you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert L. Vigeland 
Professor of Accounting 

Documents received from VC Gutierrez follow. 
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